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Abstract— This paper presents three algorithms that outper-
form all other published work for allocating a limited number
of orthogonal frequency channels to access points (APs) in
wireless networks. Unlike other work, we minimize interference
seen by both users and APs, we use a physical rather than
binary model for interference, and we mitigate the impact of
rogue RF interference. Our three algorithms have different
mechanisms of switching the channels of APs based on the in-
situ interference measured at clients and/or APs. The convergence
of the algorithms is proven and characterized. Our algorithms
consistently yield high throughput gains irrespective of network
topology, the level of AP activity, and the number of controlled
APs, rogue interferers, and available channels. We outperform
the best published work by 10% and 9.3% for mean and median
user throughputs respectively, and 28%, 55%, 160%, and 7690%
for 25, 20, 15, and 10 percentiles of user throughputs, respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

In wireless LANs (WLANs), a number of orthogonal fre-
quency channels are allocated to APs so that each AP is
allocated one channel. When the number of channels is limited
relative to the number of APs, some APs inevitably use the
same channel and induce co-channel interference. Judicious
channel reuse mechanisms are necessary to reduce such inter-
ference. The same problem exists in cellular networks.

A number of WLAN frequency allocation schemes have
been proposed thus far. The work in [1] assumes each AP
has a different fixed traffic load, and defines the effective
channel utilization of an AP as the fraction of time the
channel is used for data transmission or is sensed busy due
to interference from other APs; then, the maximum effective
channel utilization among all APs is minimized. AP placement
and frequency allocation are jointly optimized in [2] with the
same objective of minimizing the max channel utilization as
in [1]. The frequency allocation problem is modeled as a
minimum-sum-weight vertex-coloring problem in [3] where
vertices are APs, and the weight of each edge between two
APs denotes the number of clients that are associated with
either one of these two APs and are interfered by the other
AP. The work in [4] minimizes the number of clients whose
transmissions suffer channel conflicts; a client associated with
an AP suffers conflicts if other clients or other APs interfere
with the client or the AP under consideration. The definition
of channel conflict in [4] is more comprehensive than those in
[1]–[3]; the work in [4] has been shown to outperform [1]–[3].
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Only [5] presents mechanisms to detect and reduce the
negative impact from rogue interferers, i.e., intentional or
unintentional RF interferers, microwave ovens, or other RF
devices that also operate on the same unlicensed bands as
WLAN. In [5], each AP senses interference and independently
selects a channel whose measured interference power is below
a predefined threshold, without coordinating with other APs.
In networks with high interference, it may not be feasible to
find a channel allocation so that every AP senses interference
below the threshold; in this case, the algorithm in [5] does not
converge. One could in principle set a higher threshold for
the algorithm in [5] to work in high-interference regimes, but
[5] does not mention methods to adapt the threshold. It is not
trivial to adapt this threshold, since a high threshold will de-
grade network performance, but a low threshold will yield no
feasible solutions. By contrast, two of our proposed algorithms
converge irrespective of the overall interference level. The non-
convergence result of [5] in the high interference regime is due
to the binary model for interference, which is also used in [1]–
[4]. Our work considers a physical model for interference; that
is, we assume that interference power is a continuous quantity,
which properly represents the real world.

Most traffic in WLANs is downlink [6]; hence, maximizing
downlink throughputs and signal-to-interference-and-noise ra-
tio (SINR) seen by users are key to proper network design. The
work in [1], [2], [5] focuses on minimizing the interference at
APs rather than that seen by users, as is done in [3], [4], and
thus often perform poorer than [3], [4].

The main contribution of this work is our three new
algorithms that outperform all other published work, i.e., those
in [1]–[5]. The proposed algorithms perform well mainly
because they: (1) minimize interference seen by users rather
than that seen by APs; (2) use a physical model rather than
a binary model for interference; and (3) have the ability
to deal with rogue interferers. We propose that all or a
subset of clients measure the in-situ interference power on
all frequency channels periodically when their associated APs
are idle, and report the average measured power to their
associated APs. This technique is used in mobile-assisted
hand-off (MAHO) in the cellular field [7], and results in this
paper may also be applied to cellular networks. APs also
measure in-situ interference power. Since the measurements
at APs or clients are performed during their idle time, the
overhead is negligible. Each AP then computes a metric called
weighted interference which captures the overall interference



as seen by itself and its clients, by placing different weights
on its and the clients’ in-situ measurements according to
the clients’ traffic loads, signal strengths, and uplink and
downlink traffic volume. Section II introduces the system
model and notation, and describes the weighted interference
in detail. The three proposed algorithms, denoted No-Coord,
Local-Coord, and Global-Coord, have different mechanisms
for iteratively switching frequency channels in order to reduce
the weighted interference seen in a single cell, a group of
nearby cells, or all cells, respectively, where a cell means
an AP (or base station) and its associated users. Section III
presents the mechanisms used by the three algorithms and
their convergence. Section IV shows by simulation that our
algorithms substantially outperform [1]–[5].

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND NOTATION

We first describe basic notation; then the first subsection
describes weighted interference, a metric used in the three
proposed algorithms to capture the overall interference of each
cell. The second subsection defines notation used exclusively
for the proposed Local-Coord algorithm.

Suppose M APs, indexed by M = {1, 2, . . . ,M}, op-
erate on K orthogonal frequency channels, indexed by
K = {1, 2, . . . , K}. We index users (or clients) by L =
{1, 2, . . . , L}. We denote the identity of an AP and a client
by am (m ∈ M) and cl (l ∈ L), respectively. We assume for
this work that the locations of the APs and the clients do not
vary with time, and assume that no APs or users are at the
same location, although the algorithms given here also apply
for mobile APs and/or clients. Let Lm (Lm ⊆ L) denote the
set of users that are associated with the AP am. We assume
every user is associated with a single AP, and define a cell
Zm = {am} ∪ {cl : l ∈ Lm}. Let fm (fm ∈ K) denote the
channel that am operates on, and let ~f = (f1, f2, . . . , fM )
denote the channels of all M APs.

A. Weighted Interference

In brief, the weighted interference of each cell (say Zm)
is intended to capture the overall interference in the cell, and
is therefore defined as a weighted sum of the average in-situ
measurements at am and at all clients associated with am, i.e.,
at every u ∈ Zm. We propose that am or the clients associated
with am measure their in-situ interference power when there
is no traffic within Cell Zm, i.e., am is neither transmitting
or receiving data. The average in-situ measured interference
power at u (for every u ∈ Zm) on channel k is denoted Iu

k (~f).
The averaging period is a design choice and could be the same
as the period that an AP switches its channel, say 1, 2, or 5
minutes. Iu

k (~f) is lower-bounded by noise floor. The weighted
interference function of Zm on channel k is defined by

Wm
k (~f) =

∑

u∈Zm

Bu
k (Iu

k (~f)), k ∈ K, (1)

where Bu
k (·) is a nonnegative and non-decreasing function

that captures the weight of the in-situ measurement at u.
We require that Wm

k (~f) > 0 to capture the noise floor

in the real world. Bu
k (·) should be designed to reflect the

difference of clients’ traffic demands, signal strengths, and
uplink and downlink traffic volume. In practice, clients report
the measurements to am either periodically or upon request
from am; then, Wm

k (~f) can be computed at am.
In Section III-E we show that two of our proposed al-

gorithms (namely Local-Coord and Global-Coord) converge
if the weighted interference function has the general form
in (1). Below we introduce two simplified forms of Wm

k (·)
representing practical metrics. The first form, denoted user-
based, places different weights on the in-situ interference
measurements at clients based on the traffic volume and the
signal strength at each client. The user-based form captures the
performance of downlink transmission, which is appropriate
for WLANs since traffic measurements show that downlink
traffic volume accounts for more than 84% of total (uplink
plus downlink) traffic volume [6]. The second form, denoted
AP-based, includes the interference measurements at APs only.
The AP-based form can be viewed as a simplified version of
the user-based one by considering all users have the same
traffic volume and signal strength.

1) User-based: The user-based weighted interference func-
tion for Zm is defined by

W
(C),m
k (~f) =

∑

l∈Lm

Ycl,am

Scl,am

· Icl

k (~f), (2)

where Scl,am denotes the average received signal power2

from am to cl, and Ycl,am denotes the average traffic volume
from am to cl. We incorporate the inverse of Scl,am in (2)
because a client with a stronger Scl,am has higher tolerance
to interference and thus should contribute less to the overall
weighted interference. Ycl,am is included in (2) as a scaling
factor, since a client with higher traffic volume should be more
important for the weighted interference. In practice, some
users may be sampled to reduce the complexity of computing
(2), i.e., the summation in (2) may be over a subset of Lm.

2) AP-based: The AP-based weighted interference function
for am is defined by

W
(A),m
k (~f) = Iam

k (~f). (3)

B. Interfering Cells

When an AP switches its channel, some nearby cells see
changes in their weighted interference. The Local-Coord algo-
rithm examines the cells that see such changes; the notation of
such cells are presented below. Cell Zn is said to be interfered
by Cell Zm (or Zm interferes with Zn) if and only if am or
a user associated with am induces non-negligible interference
(e.g., the interference power at the receiver is higher than the
noise floor) at an or a user associated with an. We define
Gm (the set of cells interfered by Zm) such that n ∈ Gm

2Note cl cannot measure Scl,am directly but can estimate Scl,am as
follows. The average in-situ SINR at cl can be measured at cl when am

is transmitting to cl, and is denoted γl. We assume the interference at cl is
the same whether am is transmitting to cl or am is idle, i.e., the interference
at cl is always I

cl
fm

(~f). Then we estimate Scl,am = γl · Icl
fm

(~f).



if and only if Zm interferes with Zn given that am and
an are on the same channel. The subset of Gm that is on
channel k is denoted Gm,k(~f). Suppose am switches from
channel k to k′, the cells that see changes in their weighted
interference are Zm and the cells indexed by Gm,k(~f) and
Gm,k′(~f); hence the weighted interference of the cells indexed
by Hm,k,k′(~f) ≡ {m} ∪ Gm,k(~f) ∪ Gm,k′(~f) are examined
by Local-Coord if am switches from channel k to k′.

Another AP an can run Local-Coord simultaneously with
am if the channel switching of an induces negligible change of
the weighted interference of the cells that may be examined by
Local-Coord, i.e. Zm and the cells indexed by Gm. We define
Vm as the set of the indices of cells that interfere with Zm

or the cells indexed by Gm, i.e. i ∈ Vm if and only if there
exists j ∈ {m}∪Gm such that Zi interferes with Zj . The cells
indexed by Vm include all the cells that cannot simultaneously
change channels with am. The notation of Vm is used for the
distributed protocol of Local-Coord. Suppose we are given
the locations of all controlled APs and possible locations of
clients; then the sets of Gm and Vm can be pre-computed
and pre-configured in the controlled APs or a central network
controller that communicates with the controlled APs, using
radio propagation prediction models as described in [7]–[9].

III. THREE MEASUREMENT-BASED ALGORITHMS

The three proposed algorithms all have an iterative na-
ture. At each point in time (predefined, randomly chosen, or
determined at runtime), say every 1, 2, or 5 minutes, one
iteration of channel switching takes place where one or more
APs switch their frequency channels according to mechanisms
that are specific to the proposed algorithms, while other APs
stay on their current channels. The channel switching time
in hardware is several milliseconds and is thus negligible as
compared to the interval between two iterations. APs and
clients measure and average their in-situ interference between
every two successive iterations. Iterations keep taking place on
different AP(s) until the channel allocations converge. Below
we describe the different conditions of the three algorithms
that a representative AP am can switch from channel k = fm

to k′ = f ′m. Throughout this paper, ~f ′ ∈ KM denotes a vector
of channels selected by APs after the representative AP am

moves from channel fm to f ′m. Hence ~f ′ differs from ~f in
only the m-th element.

A. The No-Coord Algorithm

A representative AP am switches from its current channel
fm to f ′m only if the weighted interference on the new channel
f ′m is lower, i.e., the following condition holds:

No-Coord Condition: Wm
fm

(~f) > Wm
f ′m

(~f ′). (4)

This algorithm is denoted No-Coord, because am makes a
greedy channel selection without coordination with other APs.

B. The Local-Coord Algorithm

If am switches from channel k to k′, only Zm and the
cells indexed by Gm,k(~f) and Gm,k′(~f) see changes in their

Cell# 1 2 3 4

KEY:

Channel of AP 1   2 2 2 1

Max level 
decreases

Max weighted interference among 
Cells 1-4 before channel switching

Max after channel switching

Weighted interference 
before channel switching

Weighted interference 
after channel switching

Fig. 1. Decrease of the max weighted interference seen by Cells 1−4 before
and after AP-1 switches from Channel 1 to 2.

TABLE I
A VARIABLE ψm USED IN THE DISTRIBUTED PROTOCOL IN FIG. 2.

ψm Channel switching at am Can am be locked?

-1 am is in the process of switching its channel No
0 am can initiate the process of channel switching Yes

1 or more am cannot initiate the process of channel switching Yes

weighted interference. AP am switches from channel k to k′

if the max weighted interference seen by these cells decreases
after the channel switching, i.e., the following Local-Coord
condition holds:

max
i∈Hm,k,k′ (~f)

W i
fi

(~f) > max
i∈Hm,k,k′ (~f)

W i
f ′i

(~f ′), (5)

where Hm,k,k′(~f) has been defined in Section II-B. This
algorithm is denoted Local-Coord, since am needs to locally
coordinate with the APs indexed by Gm,k(~f) and Gm,k′(~f)
via wired backbone network for the channel switching.

For example, Fig. 1 depicts the cells that see changes
in weighted interference before and after AP-1 switches its
channel. Since the max weighted interference seen by Cells
1− 4 decreases, AP-1 can switch to the new channel.

Since coordination among APs is confined in a local area,
multiple APs that are far apart enough can change their
channels simultaneously if a proper inter-AP protocol is em-
ployed. In general, the number of APs that can simultaneously
change channels grows with the number of total APs; hence,
Local-Coord is scalable. Fig. 2 presents a distributed protocol
implementing Local-Coord. We say an AP am is locked, if am

is not allowed to switch its channel per other APs’ requests; if
am is unlocked, am may switch its channel. First we suppose
that each AP has an independent random timer that triggers the
AP to initiate the process of switching its channel as described
in Fig. 2(a). If am is locked, am will ignore this trigger and
wait for next trigger. The key idea of this protocol is described
in Phases 1 and 2 in Fig. 2(a) that am needs to lock all the
APs indexed by Vm (as defined in Section II-B) before am

switches to a new channel; then am unlocks those APs after
the channel switching. If any AP indexed by Vm cannot be
locked, am cannot switch its channel. The procedure to handle
locking and unlocking requests are described in Fig. 2(b) and
(c), respectively. An AP can be locked for multiple times by
different APs; Table I describes ψm, which denotes the number
of times that am was locked. Only when ψm = 0 can am

initiate the process of channel switching. When am is in the



(a) Suppose a timer triggers am to consider initiating a channel
switching. Then am will do the following procedure.

1: if ψm = 0 then
2: Phase 1: Set ψm = −1 and send requests to lock all

APs indexed by Vm, i.e., {an : n ∈ Vm}.
3: Phase 2: Wait for replies from {an : n ∈ Vm}.
4: if If the replies indicate that {an : n ∈ Vm} were all

successfully locked by am then
5: am switches its channel from k to k′, and stays

at k′ if (5) is satisfied; otherwise, am switches
back to channel k.

6: Send messages to unlock {an : n ∈ Vm}.
7: else
8: Send messages to unlock the APs among {an :

n ∈ Vm} that were just successfully locked by
am. (Do not need to unlock the APs that could
not be locked by am.)

9: end if
10: Set ψm = 0.
11: end if
(b) Upon receiving a locking request from am, an will do the
following procedure.

1: if ψn 6= −1 then
2: Increase ψn by one.
3: Reply to am that an was successfully locked by am.
4: else
5: Reply to am that an could not be locked.
6: end if

(c) Upon receiving an unlocking request from am, an will
decrease ψn by one.

Fig. 2. A protocol for the distributed implementation of Local-Coord.

process of switching its channel (denoted by ψm = −1), it
cannot be locked.

Deadlock is a problem that needs to be avoided in distrib-
uted computing; in this context deadlock means that two or
more APs that have initiated the process of switching their
channels are waiting for one other, and thus none of these
APs can ever finish. In the 6th and 8th steps of Fig. 2(a),
am unlocks other APs immediately no matter whether am can
switch its channel; hence, deadlock never arises in the protocol
in Fig. 2.

C. The Global-Coord Algorithm

AP am will switch to a new channel only if the sum
interference on the new channel is lower (after am switches
there) than the sum interference on its current channel, i.e.,
the following condition holds.

Global-Coord Condition:
∑

n:fn=k

Wn
k (~f) >

∑

n:f ′n=k′
Wn

k′(~f ′).

(6)
This algorithm requires global coordination among APs using
a central network controller that communicate with all APs,
and is thus denoted Global-Coord.

D. Implementation Concerns
Note that in the descriptions of the three proposed algo-

rithms, some terms of weighted interference are unknown
before am switches to the new channel. An implementation
may require am to switch to a new channel by trial, and
then require one or more cells to measure and compute their
weighted interference after am switches to the new channel.
Only when all the quantities needed for the channel decisions
are known can am decide whether switching to the new chan-
nel complies with the condition described for each algorithm.
If the condition is satisfied, am stays on the new channel;
otherwise, am switches back to the old channel or tries another
channel. No-Coord requires the weighted interference at cell
Zm, Local-Coord at cells indexed by Hm,k,k′(~f), and Global-
Coord at all cells.

E. Convergence and Characterization of Convergence Points
Theorem 1. Consider a particular realization of the locations
of APs and users and a weighted interference function of
the form of (1). Given any set of initial AP channel choices,
the channel selection process converges for Local-Coord and
Global-Coord in a finite number of steps.

Before characterizing the convergence points for No-Coord,
Local-Coord, and Global-Coord, we need some definitions
described below. A vector of frequency allocations denoted by
~f is a Nash equilibrium (a concept widely used in game theory
[10]), if no single cell can lower its weighted interference by
changing only its own channel.

Let ~u = (u1, . . . , uN ) and ~u′ = (u′1, . . . , u
′
N ) denote the

non-increasing sorted versions of two arbitrary vectors ~v =
(v1, v2, . . . , vN ) and ~v′ = (v′1, v

′
2, . . . , v

′
N ), respectively. We

say that ~v lexicographically dominates ~v′ (or ~v Â ~v′) if there
exists some index j, where N ≥ j ≥ 1 for which uj > u′j
and ui = u′i for all i < j. Vectors ~v and ~v′ have the same
lexicographic order if ~u and ~u′ are element-wise the same. We
say ~v º ~v′ if ~v Â ~v′ or ~v and ~v′ have the same lexicographic
order. We say that a vector of frequency allocations denoted
by ~f is a local lexicographic minimum with respect to a vector
function ~θ(·), if for any vector of frequency allocations ~f ′ ∈
KM that differs from ~f in only one element, ~θ(~f ′) º ~θ(~f)
holds true.

Theorem 2. Suppose No-Coord converges to a frequency
allocation ~f . Then, ~f is a Nash equilibrium.

Note that No-Coord does not always converge, although
simulation results show that No-Coord converges in most
cases. Theorem 2 is for the cases where No-Coord converges.
One may limit the number of iterations or specify a minimum
gradient slope to implement No-Coord. Below we state a
technical assumption useful in proving Theorem 3.

Assumption 1. Since the weighted interference in (1) takes
a continuum of values, it is reasonable to assume that the
weighted interference values at different cells or channels are
distinct, i.e., ∀k, j ∈ K, ∀m, n ∈M such that k 6= j or m 6= n,
we have Wm

k (~f) 6= Wn
j (~f) with probability one.
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200 users with lower throughputs are shown.
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Fig. 4. Percent of users that have throughputs higher than 512 kbps. The
x-axis represents the layout of controlled APs and the percentage of rogue
APs compared to the controlled APs. Nonuniform and uniform AP layouts
are denoted ‘nu’ and ‘u’, respectively.

Theorem 3. Suppose Local-Coord or Global-Coord converge
to a frequency allocation ~f . Then with probability one, ~f
is a local lexicographic minimum with respect to the vector
function ~α(·) as defined in (7) for Local-Coord, or with respect
to ~β(·) as defined in (8) for Global-Coord, where

~α(~f) =
(
W 1

f1
(~f), W 2

f2
(~f), . . . , WM

fM
(~f)

)
(7)

~β(~f) =
( ∑

n:fn=1

Wn
1 (~f),

∑

n:fn=2

Wn
2 (~f), . . . ,

∑

n:fn=K

Wn
K(~f)

)
.

(8)

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

No-Coord, Local-Coord, and Global-Coord, along with the
user-based weighted interference function in (2) and the AP-
based in (3), yield six combinations, No-U, Lo-U, Gl-U,
No-A, Lo-A, and Gl-A. The algorithm in [4], denoted CF,
has been shown to outperform [1]–[3]. Hence, we compare
our proposed algorithms (the six combinations above) against
CF and the algorithm in [5], denoted LC. The number of
orthogonal channels (K) is set to 3 to represent 802.11b/g;
other larger values of K produce very similar trends as to
those shown in Fig. 3-5, making our approach applicable
to cellular networks and 802.11a. We assume each AP can
source up to 54 Mbps per the 802.11g standard. We consider
3 network sizes, 3 levels of rogue interference, and 2 network
topologies, and thus have 18 combinations, as shown in the
x-axis of Fig. 4. The 3 network sizes include a 4-by-4 AP
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Fig. 5. 50 and 25 percentiles of users’ throughputs (50P and 25P)
respectively, including both downlink and uplink traffic, for 400 users on
a 10-by-10 uniform AP layout with 70 rogues.

layout with 64 users, a 7-by-7 layout with 196 users, and
a 10-by-10 layout with 400 users; an AP is associated with
4 users in average. We consider a uniform topology where
APs are regularly located, and a nonuniform topology where
APs are perturbed from the uniform layout with a random
distance up to 25% of separation. The number of rogues is
10%, 40%, or 70% as compared to the number of controlled
APs. First, we consider a saturated network where all APs are
transmitting downlink traffic, and found that Lo-U outperforms
the best published work, CF, by 6.8% and 7.2% for mean
and median user throughputs respectively, and 28%, 55%,
160%, and 7690% for 25, 20, 15, and 10 percentiles of user
throughputs, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 also shows
that No-U outperforms CF by 10% and 9.3% for mean and
median respectively, and 28%, 48%, 151%, and 7480% for 25,
20, 15, and 10 percentiles of user throughputs, respectively;
our algorithms yield significant throughput gains especially for
users with low throughputs. Fig. 4 shows that our algorithms
enable more users to operate above 512 kbps irrespective of
the number of APs and rogues; this trend is also true for other
throughput thresholds. Second, we set the ratio of downlink
to uplink traffic to be 5:1 [6], and found that our algorithms
consistently yield throughput gains (including both downlink
and uplink) irrespective of the probability of AP activity, as
shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5 also shows No-U is slightly higher than
Lo-U for 50 and 25 percentiles of users’ throughputs. Details
of the simulation setup and more results are presented in [11].

V. CONCLUSIONS

The three proposed algorithms substantially outperform all
other published ones. Among the three algorithms, Local-
Coord is the best in uplifting the throughputs of users that
suffer low throughputs. For Local-Coord, a scalable distributed
protocol is given, and the convergence is guaranteed; hence,
Local-Coord should be the best algorithm for frequency alloca-
tion in wireless networks. If coordination among APs cannot
be realized as required in Local-Coord, No-Coord is also a
good option, since it does not need coordination among APs.
Although No-Coord is not guaranteed to converge, simulations
show that it converges in most cases and has comparable



throughput gain as Local-Coord, and practical way to im-
plement is given. Ongoing and future work considers using
knowledge of building layouts and locations of APs and users
to further improve the frequency allocations [8], [9], [11].

APPENDIX: PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1-3

Lemma 1. Suppose two vectors ~v = (v1, v2, . . . , vN ) and
~v′ = (v′1, v

′
2, . . . , v

′
N ) differ in at least one element. Assume

all elements in ~v are distinct, and so are those in ~v′. Let D
denote indices where ~v and ~v′ differ, i.e., D = {i : vi 6= v′i}.
Then we have ~v Â ~v′ if maxi∈D vi > maxi∈D v′i.

Sketch. We sort the elements of ~v and ~v′ respectively in
descending order, and compare their elements one by one
from the largest to the smallest. Then the first different pair of
elements between the two sorted vectors is maxi∈D vi and
maxi∈D v′i respectively. Since maxi∈D vi > maxi∈D v′i, we
have ~v Â ~v′ according to the definition of lexicographic order
in Section III-E. The detailed proof is given in [11].

Lemma 2. Suppose am is a representative AP switching its
channel from k to k′ according to the Local-Coord Condition
in (5) or Global-Coord Condition in (6), and the channels of
all the other APs remain unchanged. Then we have ~α(~f) Â
~α(~f ′) for Local-Coord, or ~β(~f) Â ~β(~f ′) for Global-Coord
(~α(~f) defined in (7) and ~β(~f) defined in (8)).

Proof. If am switches from channel k to k′, only the cells
indexed by Hm,k,k′(~f) see changes in their weighted interfer-
ence. Note the n-th element of ~α(~f) signifies the weighted
interference of Zn. Hence, the different elements between
~α(~f) and ~α(~f ′) are those indexed by Hm,k,k′(~f). Accord-
ing to Lemma 1, it suffices to show that the maximum of
these different elements in ~α(~f) is greater than the max-
imum of those in ~α(~f ′), i.e., maxi∈Hm,k,k′ (~f) W i

fi
(~f) >

maxi∈Hm,k,k′ (~f) W i
f ′i

(~f ′), which is equal to the Local-Coord
condition in (5). Hence, the proof for Local-Coord is done.
The proof for Global-Coord is similar and is omitted for the
sake of brevity (see [11] for the proof).

Proof of Theorem 1. We will first prove the convergence of
Local-Coord. We form a directed graph G with all possible
channel vectors ~f as nodes (hence the number of nodes is
finite), and all channel adjustments that satisfy Local-Coord
Condition in (5) as edges, assuming only one AP switches
its channel at any point of time. We will show that this
graph is acyclic; then since G is acyclic and finite, any initial
node will converge to a sink in a finite number of steps of
channel adjustments. Note that lexicographic order possesses
the transitive property, that is, if ~v Â ~v′ and ~v′ Â ~v′′, then ~v Â
~v′′ [12]. Suppose there exists a cycle on G, and ~f0, ~f1, ~f2, . . .
are nodes on this cycle. As we travel through this cycle once,
we will see that ~α(~f0) Â ~α(~f1) Â ~α(~f2) Â . . . Â ~α(~f0)
according to Lemma 2. This implies ~α(~f0) Â ~α(~f0) according
to the transitive property, which is a contradiction since ~α(~f0)
does not lexicographically dominate itself. Therefore G is
acyclic, and the proof is done. The proof of Global-Coord is

the same as the proof above, except that the edges of G are the
channel adjustments satisfying the Global-Coord Condition in
(6), and ~α(·) is replaced with ~β(·).
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose No-Coord converges at a fre-
quency allocation ~f , but ~f is not a Nash equilibrium. Then
there exists at least one AP, say am, and one channel f ′m
(f ′m 6= fm) so that am can switch from its current channel fm

to f ′m to strictly decrease the weighted interference of Zm.
Then, the frequency allocation should not have converged,
since am can switch to channel f ′m according to No-Coord
condition in (4). This proof is done by contradiction.

Proof of Theorem 3. Recall from the proof of Lemma 2 that
~α(~f) differs from ~α(~f ′) only in the elements indexed by
Hm,k,k′(~f). In order to prove that ~α(~f ′) º ~α(~f) holds with
probability one, it suffices to show that

max
i∈Hm,k,k′ (~f)

W i
f ′i

(~f ′) > max
i∈Hm,k,k′ (~f)

W i
fi

(~f). (9)

holds with probability one, according to Lemma 1. Since
Local-Coord converges at ~f , no AP can move to a new channel
so that Local-Coord condition in (5) is satisfied. Hence, for
every AP am (say it is currently on channel k) and every new
channel k′ (k′ 6= k), the converse of (5) holds. The inequality
in the converse of (5) holds with probability one according to
Assumption 1, and is the same as (9); thus, the proof is done.
The proof for Global-Coord is similar and is omitted for the
sake of brevity (see [11] for the proof).
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